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this dvd features monica sweetheart having sex on camera in
an interactive format filmed in hq (high quality) for dvd format.
like the other interactive adult dvds in this series the product
offers a variety of scenes including those within teasing,
masturbation, foreplay, and sex categories. onceinto the action
you canswitch between two camera angles; one is usually pov
(point of view) i.e. first person. along with camera angle
youcantoggle monica'smood betweennaughty and nice. true
multiple angle. you are holding in your hands the most
advanced interactive sex simulator in the world! highly
advanced technology allows for the most realistic sexual
encounter ever. direct her to strip, masturbate or tease you in a
variety of ways or take her in any one of a multitude of sexual
positions that will leave you both spent yet yearning for more.
she is ready for you at the push of a button. realize your most
intimate fantasies with my plaything monica sweetheart but be
careful what you wish for, you just might get it! true multiple
angle. you are holding in your hands the most advanced
interactive sex simulator in the world! highly advanced
technology allows for the most realistic sexual encounter ever.
direct her to strip, masturbate or tease you in a variety of ways
or take her in any one of a multitude of sexual positions that will
leave you both spent yet yearning for more. she is ready for you
at the push of a button. realize your most intimate fantasies
with my plaything vicky blue but be careful what you wish for,
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you just might get it!
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